ABSTRACT. After a survey of some known lattice results, we determine the greatest idempotent (resp. compact) solution, when it exists, of a finite square rational equation assigned over a linear lattice. Similar considerations are presented for composite relational equations.
INTRODUCTION.
The theory of fuzzy relation equations is a powerful tool for applicational purposes like Fuzzy
Control and Systems [13] , Knowledge Engineering [5] , Extremal Linear Programming [22] . We recall some well known definitions [5] . Throughout this paper, L (L,^, v, _<,0,1) is a (not necessarily complete) linear lattice with universal bounds 0,1,X ={Zl,Z2,...,z,} be a finite referential set, A,B:X-.L be vectors (fuzzy sets) and R:X X--,L be a (fuzzy) matrix such that RoA=B, (1.1) where "o" is the max-rain composition. In terms of membership functions, Eq. (1.1) is read as V A Bj (Ai Rij) for any J I, {1,2,-.-,n}, where, for brevity of notation, we put A(zi) Ai, B(zj) Bj, R(zi, zj) Rij for any i, i In.
A natural extension of the Eq. (1.1) is the following:
R o Q T, (1.2) i.e., v l(Qii^Rit) Tit for any i,kln, where R,Q,T:XX--,L are matrices. As usual, if R is a matrix, we put RI R,R n + RnoR forn_>l.
Following the symbology of Sanchez [5, 15] , let a be the operation of residuation in L, i.e., nab is the relative pseudocomplement of a in b defined by nab If A and B (resp. Q and T) axe assigned in Eq. (1.1) (resp. (1.2)), let t(A,B) (resp..q=.q(Q,T)) be the set of all the square matrices R which solve the given equation.
Sanchez [5] (cfr. also Luce [12] and Rudeanu [14] for Boolean equations, Zimmermann [22] and Di Nola and Lettieri [4] if L is, more generally, a complete right-residuated lattice and if X is infinite) determines, if (resp. S) is nonempty, the greatest (with respect to the partial ordering pointwise induced naturally in (resp. S) from the total ordering of L) element of (resp. S) defining the matrix S AaB (resp. S* Q-laT, where Q-1 is the transpose of Q): x x XL as resp. Sij (AaB)ij AiaBj (QlaTik)-l(QijaTik), Sk (Q-laT)Jk i= i= for any i,j, k E I n. The concept of max-min transitivity is the most widely used one for investigating properties of finite square Boolean matrices [10] . For square matrices over L, we say that R is max-rain transitive if R2_< R (i.e., Rib A Rhj <_ Rij for any i,h,j In) and this notion is also widely dealt in several areas of research like clustering technology [5] , information retrieval [20] , preference relations [7, 8] . Moreover, if L is linear, EQ. (1.1) can be seen as a description of a finite-state system in which R represents a transition relationship between the assigned input A and the given output B. Following Kolodziejczyk [11] (cfr. also [3] ), applying k times the transition, let B (k) be the resulting output defined by B (k) R k o A (assume, of course, B (1) B). The problem is to determine a solution/ , with an assigned type of transitivity, which guarantees the necessary speed of convergence (/ is convergent if R k+l R k for some integer k). Similar considerations can be made on Eq. (1.2).
The authors of [3] and [11] have proved that in (resp. S) exist elements with different type of transitivity, mainly in (resp. S) were entirely characterized the max-min transitive elements (in particular, those having Schein rank equal to 1), determining the greatest and the minimal ones.
Here we prove the existence in , when nonempty, of compact (in particular, idempotent) elements of (R is compact if R> R, R is idempotent if R 2 R).
For each of them, a specific rule of convergence of their powers holds, so giving further information on the speed of convergence of the entire system. Related but different considerations are presented for the analogous elements of S. 2. A SURVEY OF SOME LATTICE RESULTS.
We refer to Birkhoff [1] for terminology of lattice theory. Now we recall some well known facts.
If P,Q,R X x XL are assigned matrices, P < R means Pij <-Rij for, any i,j e I n in L, P < R means P<_R and PR, (PAR), (PVR): XX are matrices pointwise defined as (P A R)i j Pij A Rij (PV R)i j Pij V Rij for any i,j e I n, similarly it is defined the infimum and the supremum of any finite set of matrices. It is well known that the max-rain composition (1.2) is associative and the following properties hold:
since L is linear and hence distributive.
Let U be the nxn identity matrix, i.e., Vij=O if i J, Vii= for any i, j6 1 and 0 (resp. 1) be the nxn null (resp. unit) matrix. It is known that the structure '= (q,^, v, _< ,o,U,O, 1) of all the matrices I:XxXL is, in virtue of (2.1) The study of the powers of a square Boolean matrix is useful in automata theory, information theory, etc., (e.g., [10] ). The sequence R, R2,R3, depends on two parameters p (the period of R) and k (the index of convergence or R), p and k being the smallest positive integers such that R k+p tlk. For Boolean matrices, these indices were widely studied (e.g., see Shao and Li [17] and references therein). These parameters can be defined also for a matrix R E "$ which either converges (i.e., p 1) to an idempotent matrix or oscillates with finite period [21] . If C e C, then C n =C n-1 [21] and R n+l R n if R e^ [6] , thus we use these simple facts to prove the following: Prove that (I^j)n= ff.i.b{I,J} and, indeed, if E e f is such that E _< I and E < J, then E < I^1 and thus E E n _< (I^/)n. Dually, it is seen that (I^j)n-1 l. [5] ), we define the (row-) vectors Oi, Ti {zi}xX-by setting Qi(zi, zj)=Qij and Ti(zi, Zk)=Tik for any i,j, I n. Thus the study of Eq. (1.2) is equivalent to consider the following system of equations of type (1.1):
As in [3] , let ti=i(Qi, Ti) (resp. l'i=(Qi, Ti)=tift^) be the set of all (resp. max-min) transitive solutions of the i-th Eq. If I Ji(Qi, Ti)= tif (resp. *= *(Q,T)= So) is the set of all idempotent solutions of the i-th [6] or if k= and Re or if/==n-1 and Ree 0 [21] , B(I)=$koA.=$1=+2oA=B (1*+2) if /==3n-4 or k=3n-3 [11] , i.e., concluding as in [3] and [11] , the more general the transitivity is requested on R, the slower the speed of convergence of the system is. In [3] , the authors characterized also the minimal element of " (resp. *) by means of the max-min transitive closures of the minimal element of (resp. $).
OPEN QUESTION: How to characterize, if exist, the minimal elements of (resp. *) and (resp. C*)?
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